Templates and time
Posted by Delirium89 - 2013/10/04 12:19
_____________________________________

Hi.
am i the only one or is this a known bug, that the time wont be saved, when creating a new template :(
Cause i tried to create a template for morning and evening shifts at work. but the only thing that wont be saved are the
respective times :S
help pls!
============================================================================

Re: Templates and time
Posted by Rainy - 2013/10/05 01:41
_____________________________________

Currently the time is not saved to the template because it's part of the date and it doesn't make sense to create a
template which is fixed to a certain date. I'll see if just the time part could be saved separately.
============================================================================

Re:Templates and time
Posted by Delirium89 - 2013/10/05 16:42
_____________________________________

yeah great.
it would be an asset to save a specific task, that is repeatable and can be assigned to a date with only a few clicks
instead of writing it down again. like the thing i mentioned with working shifts :O
apart from that. great work rainy!
keep up and greetings from germany
============================================================================

Re:Templates and time
Posted by Oldorf - 2014/03/22 12:52
_____________________________________

Never mind this post
It's implemented/ on it's way, look at version
2.12.135
The time is now written to the template too (but only if it is changed before the template is saved).
Thanks for that Rainy :)
=== old post ==============================================
I second on this as a wish, just like Delirium89 I have shifting work schedule.
07:00 to 15:10 Morning shift
08:00 to 16:00 Daytime shift
08:00 to 17:00 Daytime shift
15:00 to 23:10 Evening shift
23:00 to 07:10 Night shift
07:00 to 19:10 Weekend day
19:00 to 07:10 Weekend night
Scheduled days of and whole weeks off.
So it would be very cool to have the time saved as well.
Right now my templates are all stored at 18:00 hours .... maybe I should look into editing them manually ... for now :P
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Speaking of Templates
If I select the date and then select a template, a dialog pops up wether I want to save dismiss or cancel, even if the event
is a new event, that is rather annoying ...
Maybe a possibility to have this turned off in Advanced settings.
============================================================================
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